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OCCURRENCEIN FLORIDA OFRHYACIONIA
BUSCKANA(LEPIDOPTERA: TORTRICIDAE,

OLETHREUTINAE)' ^

John B. Heppner

ABSTRACT: Rhyacionia busckana Heinrich, not previously reported from Florida, was
found at Gainesville, Alachua County, Florida on 26 February 1973 and at Cedar Key,
Levy County on 21 November 1973. The known range of the moth is extended 700
miles south from Virginia.

DESCRIPTORS:Rhvacioim busckana Florida distribution

Rhyacionia busckana Heinrich was described from a series of moths from

Long Island, New York. Heinrich (1923, Bull. U.S. Natl. Mus. 123:17) also

noted a distribution west to central Pennsylvania and south to northern

Virginia. Miller and Wilson (1964, J. Econ. Ent. 57:722) did not include R.

busckana in the pine tip moth fauna of the southeastern United States.

Subsequently, populations have been found in Massachusetts and Mississippi

(Miller, personal communication), indicating that R. busckana is widely

distributed in the eastern United States. Kimball (1965, Lepidop, Fla., 257)

hsted four species of Rhyacionia for Florida, but did not include R.

busckana.

A single female R. busckana was collected at UV light at Gainesville,

Alachua County, Florida on 26 February 1973. On 21 November 1973 a

series of over 100 aduh R. busckana were collected at UV liglit at Cedar Key,

Levy County, Florida, which is 60 miles west of Gainesville on the Gulf

Coast. The host of R. busckana is not known. At Cedar Key Pinus clausa
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(Chapm.) Vasey is the dominant pine but other species, mainly Pinus elliotii

Engehn., grow there as well. The distribution of Pinus claiisa is disjunct, with

more stands southeast and south of Gainesville, but it does not occur

naturally in the Gainesville area. There are some ornamental plantings of

Pinus clausa in Gainesville. Pinus clausa, however, is not found in the

northern part of the range of R. busckana, which indicates a different host.

The new records for R. busckana extend its known distribution over 700

miles south from Virginia and 450 miles east from Mississippi. Although little

is known of the biology of R. busckana, its presence in Florida may prove to

be of some significance for Florida silviculture of pines. Adults of Rhyacionia

frustrana (Comstock) are superficially sunilar to adults of R. busckana and

genitalic examination may be necessary for positive determination, but the

following diagnostic characters will usually distinguish the two species.

Rhyacionia frustrana: dorsal head tuft scales dark brown with white tips,

forewings with a diffuse white line at beginning of fringe scales beyond apical

brown fascia, base of forewing fringe scales overlapped with black-tipped

scales, and forewing central vertical fascia red-brown. Rhyacionia busckana:

dorsal head tuft scales basaUy pale with red-brown tips, forewings with a

distinct white line at beginning of scales beyond apical brown fascia, base of

forewing fringe scales overlapped with dull-brown tipped scales, and forewing

central vertical fascia gray-brown. Rhyacionia rigidana (Fernald) is also

similar to R. busckana but averages 3-4 mmwider in wing spread. The other

species in the genus in Florida are distinct from R. busckana and usually

present no problem in identification.

Specmiens of R. busckana from Cedar Key are in the Florida State

Collection of Arthropods and the collections of C.P. Kimball, W.E. Miller,

and the author.
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